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JMP 14 has the functionality to import multiple files into a single data table, or a collection of data tables, with just 

a few clicks. Specify import options, filter files by specific criteria, and import to a single column (great to use with 

Text Explorer) or into a multi-column table. This new feature also writes table scripts in the tables it creates, for 

reuse later. 

Import Multiple Files 

1. Folder Window: Shows the current folder. 
2. Folder Navigation Buttons: Navigate using the buttons, or type/paste directly into the field. 

 Up arrow: Go up a level. 

 Down arrow: Choose a subfolder of the current folder. 

 Refresh: Update to reflect latest state of file system. 

 Ellipsis: Browse the file system. 
3. Select files by: Restrict files by type, name, size, date or a combination (AND operation) of these. 
4. Files window: Black files will be imported, grayed-out files will not be. 
5. Supplementary column checkboxes: Check to add the corresponding column(s) to the result table. 
6. Type of output: 

 Text, Whole file on one row: Produces a single-column result table (not including optional metadata 
columns), with one row per imported file. Each imported file produces a single cell in the result table, 
containing the entirety of the imported file’s text. 

 Text, One line per row: Produces a single-column result table (excluding optional metadata columns). 
Each line of each imported file produces a row in the result table. 

 Data, using CSV settings: Produces a (possibly) multi-column result table. Data is delimited and imported 
using the settings specified in the CSV settings dialog. (Use the CSV settings button to access.) 

7. Stacked or individual results.  
8. Show Script button: This is a scriptable platform; press this button to view the script as currently defined. 
9. Charset + CSV settings button: Customize character set, EOF and EOL characters, header handling, etc. 
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Example 1:  Data using CSV settings. This example has Lot ID data written to separate files in the same 

folder.   

 Select File > Import Multiple Files from the main menu, and navigate to the Multiple Data Files folder. 

 Press the CSV Settings to review the options for importing delimited files: 
o Headers and Data Lines: Specify how to handle numeric data, and the location and size of headers, 

which are used to create column names in the result table. 
o Unusual Files: Specify special quote or escape sequences here. Most users will not need to use these 

fields. 
o End of Field: Choose from common delimiters, or enter your own. If space is chosen, every space 

serves as a delimiter. Other space and spaces rules below: 
 

Neither selected Spaces are not delimiters 

Space Every space is a column delimiter; 
adjacent spaces make multiple 
columns 

Spaces A run of TWO or more spaces makes a 
column delimiter; single spaces are 
part of the column text 

Space + Spaces A run of ONE or more spaces makes a 
column delimiter. 

 
o End of line: Choose from common EOL characters, or enter your own.  

              

 Make sure your selections match the ones in the graphic above and select OK. 

 Select files by name, Using CSV Settings radio button, select any metadata columns you want (table 

below assumes all were chosen) and press Import. 

 

NOTE:  If all source tables have the same columns in the same order, a single JMP table will result. Otherwise, the 

platform will create as many JMP tables as are needed; all source files with the same column names in the same 

order will be placed into the same result table. 



 
 

As stated, the input .csv files have been combined into a single .jmp table.  (Add file name column is checked in 

the MFI dialog at the bottom, so the last column in my table is now File Name) 

 

From this table, the source script above was generated from MFI.  If the script is opened, as seen below, there is 

the ability to edit and make changes, such as size of files, time filters, and other settings.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Multiple File Import( 
 <<Set Folder( "$DESKTOP\DS2018_MultipleFileImport" ), 
 <<Set Name Filter( "Lot*.csv" ), 
 <<Set Name Enable( 1 ), 
 <<Set Size Filter( {107493, 160872} ), 
 <<Set Size Enable( 0 ), 
 <<Set Date Filter( {3600153273.174, 3600153533.433} ), 
 <<Set Date Enable( 0 ), 
 <<Set Add File Name Column( 1 ), 
 <<Set Add File Size Column( 0 ), 
 <<Set Add File Date Column( 0 ), 
 <<Set Import Mode( "CSVData" ), 
 <<Set Charset( "Best Guess" ), 
 <<Set Stack Mode( "Stack Similar" ), 
 <<Set CSV Has Headers( 1 ), 
 <<Set CSV Allow Numeric( 1 ), 
 <<Set CSV First Header Line( 1 ), 
 <<Set CSV Number Of Header Lines( 1 ), 
 <<Set CSV First Data Line( 2 ), 
 <<Set CSV EOF Comma( 1 ), 
 <<Set CSV EOF Tab( 0 ), 
 <<Set CSV EOF Space( 0 ), 
 <<Set CSV EOF Spaces( 0 ), 
 <<Set CSV EOF Other( "" ), 
 <<Set CSV EOL CRLF( 1 ), 
 <<Set CSV EOL CR( 1 ), 
 <<Set CSV EOL LF( 1 ), 
 <<Set CSV EOL Semicolon( 0 ), 
 <<Set CSV EOL Other( "" ), 
 <<Set CSV Quote( "\!"" ), 
 <<Set CSV Escape( "" ) 
) << Import Data; 
//) << Create Window; 

 



 
 

NOTE: If you forget to check Keep dialog open in the MFI window, you are able to change the last line of the script 

above to read << Create Window and it will run the script and reopen that dialog. 

 

The script below shows how to specify a date range by using a date such as 14jan2014, 04mar2016, a list of file 

extensions, and file size filters to narrow down the file selection of what to import. 

 <<Set Name Filter( "*csv*; *txt*; *jmp" ), 
 <<Set Name Enable( 1 ), 
 <<Set Size Filter( {1600, 194755} ), 
 <<Set Size Enable( 1 ), 
 <<Set Date Filter( {14jan2014, 04mar2016}), 
 

NOTE: Date arithmetic, for example { today()–indays(7), today() }, will return the last weeks’ worth of files. 

 

Example 2: Each file contains different data  

This example shows how to import different file types at the same time, and JMP creates separate tables for each 

of the different file types. Below is a selection made using file name extensions and files sizes. 

 



 
 

Notice the files that begin with “Carcass” and the tables that were created from the above Import.  MFI places 

several of these together in the same table, based on how their columns match up. (NOTE: Carcass01, Carcass02, 

Carcass05, and Carcass06 were placed in one table together named Carcass01_Carcass06.jmp) 

 

 

There are four other JMP data tables that are created from this MFI.  (They are Detergent.jmp, server940.jmp, 

Carcass03_Carcass04.jmp and bird_collision_data.jmp).  Carcass03_Carcass04.jmp table was created separately 

because the number of columns and data were slightly different. 

The bird_collision_data.jmp table has data that was tracked and put together for the study, and this data could be 

explored with Text Explorer.  A list of terms can be evaluated for example as seen below.      

 



 
 

        

Additional Notes 

Another feature of importing text and it being on one row in a table, is an option that would most commonly be 

used when processing text documents and analyzing them in Text Explorer. Select Text, Whole File on One Row, 

then Import to create a JMP table this way.

 

 

 



 
 

Importing pictures into a column in a table is also possible.  Approximately 1 GB of pictures is a good limit when 

using this feature. Below is an example that imported three image files. 

 

 

Multiple File Import supports the following file types: XLSX, CSV, TSV, DAT, TXT, JMP, JSON, PNG, JPG, and GIF.  

The table below may help in deciding how to handle data when importing. 

  One File Multiple Files 

CSV, TSV, DAT Text Import has a preview 

wizard to help name the 

columns, pick date formats, and 

subset the data. 

MFI can stack similar files automatically. Formatting may be changed 

later. 

Unstructured text MFI, possibly in JSL with Load 

Text File(). 

MFI 

Large files over 

100MB 

You can use the Source script 

from a previous Text Import to 

speed up the next import. 

MFI imports in parallel and might be much faster than Text Import. 

Unsure about 

format 

Text Import might be able to 

guess. The preview wizard lets 

you see the results before the 

text is imported. 

MFI does not guess. Specify the tab delimiters. There is no preview, 

but select Keep dialog open, and it is easy to try different import 

settings. 

Pictures Try the JSL Open() function. MFI understands PNG, JPG, and GIF files. The result is a table with a 

picture column. 

JMP, XLSX, and 

JSON 

Try the JSL Open() function. MFI opens JMP, XLSX, and JSON files using JSL Open() and will stack 

them if requested. MFI does not keep the table and column scripts 

when it opens JMP tables. There may be a need to use Files In 

Directory() and Open() if all of those scripts are needed. 
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JMP 14 Recode has been significantly improved and its interface has been finely tuned.  It now supports multiple 

response data, value labels and regular expressions.  Recode can also infer recoding from a data table, to allow 

quickly writing recode scripts without making edits.   

Recode 

Open Absencemaster_Tutorial.jmp, select the columns shown below and launch the Recode platform by right 

clicking on the columns and selecting Recode (or selecting Cols > Recode).

              

A separate Recode window appears for each column. 

Select the window for the EMPLOYEE_EMAIL column.  The selector for the recoded column now appears just 

under the red triangle menu, and defaults to New Column to reduce the risk of accidentally overwriting your data. 

The selections of “New Column” and “Formula Column” allow entry of new column names, using the Name: edit 

box as seen below.  

        

JMP 13 Recode window for comparison 



 
 

     Notice the changes to the red triangle menu. 

 

Remove punctuation 

Using the EMPLOYEE_EMAIL column, select the red triangle’s Remove Punctuation option. It will elminate all non-

alphanumeric characters in one step: 

  

Replace String 

Undo  the last step on that same column then select the red triangle’s Replace String and do the following: 

     



 
 

Notice the “Yes” that shows up in the Modified column showing the replacement string has found a match. The 

Replacement Value on the right illustrates what the new value will be, allowing the chance to make adjustments if 

needed. 

Select the OK button and return to the Recode window.  Notice the text at the bottom of that window that shows 

the number of changes that just occurred.   

 

Now click the Recode button at the bottom so the column will be recoded. This example is placing this in a New 

Column and selecting the name EMPLOYEE_EMAIL 2.  In JMP 14 the new column is now placed right beside the 

column you just recoded instead of at the end of the data table. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Split 

The column USER_NAME is still open for Recode. Select the red triangle’s Split on, checking Advanced.

 

Split text “user”, Match First occurrence, Keep Text after, and check Keep Text if no match, so the numbers 

remain.  

  

Select the LRT again and Group Similar Values, allowing the Grouping Options to use the defaults, and 

select OK. 

 



 
 

Recode allows the ability to sort by Old Values, or New Values. Clicking to sort, will cause View Groups to 

be unselected and clustering is not in affect anymore. Simply check View Groups to enable grouping 

again. 

 

 

 

 

Import recoded columns into a script 

Recode has the ability to import recodings directly from a data table.  This is useful when creating a new column, a 

formula column, or if a column was recoded and the table was saved without saving the recode scripts.  

In this same table, the STATE_REGION_CD column shows state abbreviations.  The state names would look better, 

but recoding all that by hand takes time.  The state names can be accessed from another data table.   

 Open US State Abbrs.jmp table. 

 Select USPS Code column, which contains the state abbreviations. 

 Launch Recode, and from the red triangle menu, select Script > Import from Recode result column. This 

opens a window that prompts for the result column – use the full state name as the recoded result for the 

state abbreviation. 

 Select Name, click OK and click Continue at the warning about DC occurring twice. 

 
 Now Recode holds a script to convert state abbreviations to state names. This needs to be modified 

slightly. 

 From the red triangle menu, select Script > Save to Script Window.   (NOTE: After making 3 changes to 

the script, we will run it – not on the state table, but on the absencemaster table. 



 
 

 

Click on the script window, find and replace all occurrences of the column :USPS Code with :STATE_REGION_CD. 

Next, edit the script (at about line 7) to change the Match function to the Substitute function.  Finally, go to the 

end of the script and delete the line referencing the :STATE_REGION_CD column name. (Shown before deletion)

 

Click on Absencemaster_Tutorial.jmp table to make it current, then click on the script window and run the script. 

A new column is created where the desired changes are made – what a big time saver. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Regex support 

Open UniqueDocsWithMultipleCredentials_Recode.jmp table. Select the Password column, and Recode, then 

select from red triangle menu Replace string. To create a “PIN password” using the numbers in the main password, 

use the Regex support feature. All non-numeric characters can be stripped simply by using regex’s \D, with nothing 

entered as replacement text as follows: 

 

Regex allows another way to easily remove punctuation by using \W as the search text with no replacement text. 

That removes all non-alphanumeric values as follows: 

 

Another example is with the Zip code column NPPES_PROVIDER_ZIP.  Select that column, Recode, and Replace 

string from the red triangle menu. This column contains both short and long zip codes, so creating one or the other 

is needed. The first screen shot below, shows how to search and replace to use the shorter zip codes: 



 
 

 

 

Using the same string and just changing the Replacement text to include “-\2”, it will add the hyphen and the 2nd 

argument to give the longer version, along with the shorter version in case that is the preferred data. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

Filtering selections 

Select the NPPES_CREDENTIALS column and Recode. Use this column to experiment with Recodes improved 

filtering – try filtering with “PH” and see below: 

 

 

 

Filtering 

 Match Whole Words: If this option is NOT checked, fragments will match. Typing “sen”, for example, 
would match on “senior” in any of the records. If the box were checked, “sen” would only match on the 
word “sen” within any of the records. 

 

 Match All Terms: Use this to run the filter applying a logical AND to the filter terms. Otherwise a logical 
OR is applied. 

 

 Contains Terms: allows entering several terms, space-separated, to which a logical OR/AND is applied, 
depending on whether Match All Terms is selected. 

 

 Contains / Starts / Ends with Phrase: Instead of applying a logical OR/AND to the search terms, Recode 
uses the text as a single phrase, and shows only records containing, starting with or ending with the 
phrase, respectively. The number of spaces between each term must match exactly for text to pass this 
filter. 

 

 Whole Phrase: When this box is checked, only records exactly matching the text in the search box are 
returned (if any exist.) 

 

 Invert Result: Shows those records not meeting the filter criteria. 
 

 Regular Expression: Allows the use of a regular expression in the filter field. 
 

 



 
 

Multiple Response Support 

Recode now supports multiple response columns. Using this same table, and NPPES_CREDENTIALS column, 

Recode can change the look of messy data. Previously, Text to columns could be used to separate the credentials, 

stack the credentials, recode them, split them, combine the columns and paste over the originals which required 

many steps.  Recode can now interpret Multiple Response data.  

 BEFORE         NEW – JMP 14 

            

Publish to Formula Depot 

From the red triangle menu, Publish to Formula Depot publishes recode scripts to the Formula Depot, generating 

score code for recoding. This can be reused in another table with similar data. See the windows below:

      

 

 

 

 



 
 

          (Formula Window showing script from Recode) 

Add Value Labels allows assigning value labels to each value.  Replace values with value labels replaces the values 

with the value labels that you specified. 

Using US State Abbrs.jmp table, select column Region, then Recode. The New Labels appear in the recode window.  

Select Replace values with value labels from the red triangle menu as follows: 

  

 

The values of the new column Region 2 now are the region names instead of being 1 to 6.   

Additional Features and Notes 

Script  

 Import from File and Import from Data Table, allows the ability to import JSL script to recode data in your 

table.   

 Save to File and Save to Data Table, saves Recode script or changes in the form of JSL so you can more 

easily edit and reuse for future recoding of data.   

 Merge with Data Table Script allows merging changes made in the Recode window to an existing recode 

script saved to the data table. If there are multiple scripts there is a prompt to select which script to 

merge your recoded data with. 

NOTE:  Import from Recode Result Column and Save to Script Window were included in the tutorial 


